
Flygt Packaged Pumping Stations
A comprehensive range of products to suit many applications
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Quick selection guide and range overview

Flygt Packaged Pumping Stations use a simple, minimal design concept that is ideal for civil works 
where there is a need to reduce labour intensive tasks and a quick installation is required. 

Our stations are prefabricated and available in a range of designs and sizes, all supplied complete with the necessary materials and 
equipment to allow ease and speed of installation and commissioning.  

Flygt Packaged Pumping Stations can be adapted to suit most individual requirements. Applications include domestic wastewater 
for a single household, through to large housing developments, effluent and wastewater from industrial units and commercial 
premises. Indeed, in any situation where wastewater needs to be pumped to a mains connection or where you need to upgrade 
existing arrangements, Flygt has a solution. 
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Single Pump ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Twin Pump ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Pump kW 1.3-4.4 1.3-7.4 1.5-22 0.25 0.25 0.55-1.1 0.55-1.1 0.75-2.4 0.75-2.4 0.75-2.4 1.5-2.4 1.5-2.4

Phase 1 or 3 1 or 3 1 or 3 1 1 1 1 1 or 3 1 or 3 1 or 3 1 or 3 1 or 3

Pipework ø 50-80 
mm

50-100 
mm

50-150 
mm 1.25” 1.5” 1.5”/

DN50
1.5”/
DN50 DN50 DN50 DN50 DN50/

DN65 DN50

Floor Mounted ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Below Ground ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔* ✔ ✔ ✔

Chamber 
Depth (approx)

2.1-4m 2.1-6m 2.4-6m 0.4m 0.6m 0.7m 1m 0.85m 0.7m 1m 2m 2m

So, is there an alternative solution?
The simple answer is yes! Prefabricated Packaged Pumping Stations, fully kitted out with pump(s), valves and pipe work,   
can be delivered to site and simply placed in the ground.  

As the market leader in submersible pumps, Flygt has developed a comprehensive range of Packaged Pumping Stations   
(PPS) that are suitable for single dwellings through to large multi-purpose applications. 

In developing our product range we have taken into consideration the different demands an application may exert on a product 
and created a unique and versatile range.

Sewers for Adoption Legislation and Adoptable Pumping Stations
‘Sewers for Adoption’ (SFA) was first introduced by the Government in 1981. The legislation sets out guidelines to ensure that 
developers build pumping stations that are compliant with the specifications agreed by the local Water Company, to allow them  
to be ‘adopted’ at a later date.

These guidelines also mean that many pumping  
stations requiring full replacement or 
refurbishment will also have to meet the 
standards set out by the local Water Company.

In designing our range of Packaged Pumping 
Stations, Flygt has worked closely with a number 
of Water Companies to create a product that is 
suitable for adoption. Working to the standards 
specified by an individual Water Company, 
we can design and deliver a PPS that not only 
conforms to the standards required for  
pipework, valve layout, pump types, level and 
control specifications but also benefits from the 
Flygt patented design and quality assurance.

For further information see page 4 TOPS Series.

Flygt Packaged Pumping Stations

  TOPS Series
•  For sewage, effluent and stormwater 

applications

•  Incorporates the patented self-
cleaning TOPS benching unit which 
reduces accumulation of solids in the 
sump of the chamber, ensuring the 
pumps do not get clogged

•  Reduced servicing and unplanned 
maintenance

•  The TOPS pumping station can be 
fully adoptable under the ‘Sewers for 
Adoption’ (SFA) standards

 (See page 4)

  Compit Pumping  
  Station
•  Single or dual pump configuration

•  Applications include small housing 
developments, toilet blocks and 
commercial extentions

 (See page 8)

  Micro Series
•  For domestic wastewater and sewage 

from individual households 

•  Suitable for installation above or 
below ground

 (See page 6)

The above are standard Flygt models. Bespoke designs are also available.

*Buried in a suitable structure

As we build in more remote and inaccessible areas, the need to pump wastewater to treatment 
works becomes a key consideration at the planning stage, particularly with developments situated 
below the gravity sewer, or a considerable distance away. 

As such, the traditional solution has been to build a pumping station consisting of a chamber 
constructed with concrete rings and fitted out with pipes, valves and pumping equipment to move 
the wastewater to the gravity main. This type of construction is labour intensive, time consuming and 
requires considerable co-ordination on-site.
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Prefabricated TOPS pumping stations
The Flygt TOPS Packaged Pumping Station can be fully adoptable 
under the latest SFA guidelines, and has been approved by many of 
the Water Companies in the UK. The standard Flygt TOPS PPS comes 
in a range of sizes for depths between 2 and 6 metres, and capacities 
between 4 and 95 litres per second. Bespoke units with increased 
storage volumes are available on request. Incorporated is the patented 
TOPS benching unit which improves the flow over the sump floor 
during pumping. This increase in turbulence causes re-suspension 
of solids and entrainment of floating debris. The result is more 
solids being removed from the sump, leaving a minimum sludge 
accumulation in the sump which cuts the cost of service calls.

Delivered as a prefabricated kit, the TOPS Packaged Pumping Station  
is easy to install and time saving.

Quality construction 
The Flygt TOPS Packaged Pumping Station tank is 
constructed from Glass Fibre Reinforced Polymer (GRP); a strong, 
lightweight material with superior resistance to corrosion, guaranteeing 
your pumping station a long life. 

Combined with Flygt submersible pumps and accessories ensures the 
performance of the TOPS Packaged Pumping Station. 

• All raw materials meet ISO 2797 and ISO 2559

•  All stations are batch tested to BS EN 12050 

TOPS Series

Control panels
Compact (included as standard)
The Flygt Compact control panel is our basic model, 
with stop and start functions activated by floats 
or level switches. As with all our panels it comes 
prewired for connection to a telemetry unit which will 
inform the operator if there is a pump failure.

TOPS performance and cleaning 

The TOPS sump, is a patented self-cleaning benching unit which is hydraulically optimised to increase turbulence during pumping. 
Originally cast from concrete, we have today incorporated the patented design into our GRP packaged pumping stations.

The TOPS design was extensively researched and tested by Flygt, which included such factors as floor clearances and spacing 
between adjacent pumps before the self-cleaning benching design or TOPS was finalised. Then, in a series of comparative 
performance tests, sumps with varying diameters and floor configurations were tested to gauge their ability, versus the TOPS 
design, to prevent sludge build-up and re-suspend solids. 

The flat shape of a traditional pumping station sump floor, allows for the build up of sludge, requiring regular cleaning. 
This is time consuming and expensive and can present safety hazards to personnel. With the Flygt 
TOPS design, you can forget regular costly maintenance and expensive unplanned 
maintenance visits to remove solids. 

A standard flat sump 
floor generates stagnant 
regions where solids 
build up.

Sludge and solids in the 
conventional sump have 
been deposited across 
the entire sump floor.

The TOPS sump design 
creates turbulence that 
re-suspends solids, 
dramatically improving 
solids transport.

Deposits in the TOPS 
sump showing the small 
amount of remaining 
solids.

iCompact
The standard iCompact control panel includes the 
Flygt APP521 pump controller which can operate 
from level switches or an analogue level sensor. The 
APP521 offers a range of flexible control systems and 
is capable of providing logged data such as pump 
status, number of pump starts, pump run time, and 
local alarms. The iCompact can enable the site to be 
remotely connected to our Bureau or a SCADA system.

Options
•  Available with separate valve chamber and 

constructed in accordance to the requirements 
of SFA 7th edition 

• Standard tank diameter from 1.2m to 2.5m

•  Complete range of monitoring and control 
equipment available to meet SFA 7th edition 
requirements

•  Wide range of pipework sizes and access 
covers

•  Large variety of pump motor sizes and impeller 
combinations to suit all applications 

• Bespoke sizes available on request 

Pumps
Flygt 3000 Series
Submersible wastewater/
sewage pumps, available with 
various impeller types and 
motor sizes.
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Flygt Micro
The Flygt Micro Packaged Pumping Station is available in several sizes and is designed to move 
domestic wastewater from single households, extensions and basements to a mains sewer located  
at a higher level, or where gravity drainage is not possible. Other applications include ground water  
or run-off water from garage driveways.

The design of the Micro PPS allows for less sedimentation and better pumping performance and 
provides reliable operation.

Micro stations are made in polyethylene, a lightweight and strong material that makes them easy   
to handle and install.

Installation above or below ground
Within the range, three of the Micro designs are suitable for installation below ground offering 
excellent resistance to soil stress, reliable closure and no odour. These models are perfect for under 
driveways.

Six Micro designs can be surface mounted; the smallest unit is suitable for installation on the floor 
under a sink.

MICRO Series

Compact
The Flygt Compact control panel is our basic 
model, with stop and start functions activated 
by floats or level switches. As with all our 
panels it comes prewired for connection to   
a telemetry unit which will inform the operator 
if there is a pump failure.

Micro 6+6 
The Micro 6+6 has all the design functionality of 
the Micro range with the added feature that it has 
dual tank chambers.

It has been designed where an application 
requires back up wastewater storage and 
pumping due to irregular flow rates, and has  
a capacity of 550 litres. 

The construction of the Micro 6+6 allows for 
installation either above or below ground, and 
can be supplied with external pipework and 
valves where required.

Micro 3,5 and 7
The Flygt Micro 3, 5 and 7 are designed 
for indoor installation, with the 5G and 7G 
specifically designed for below ground 
installation. 

Sump volumes range from 80 to 250 litres, and  
all are designed according to EN 12050-1 and 2.

Micro 10
The Flygt Micro 10 is the latest addition to the Micro range. It is available  
in two heights; 1.3m and 2m with storage capacities of 1200 and 1900 litres 
respectively. It is suitable for installation both above and below ground. 

A variety of access covers are available, and the tank is fitted with guiderails.

Complete Range - Features and Benefits 
•  Easy to close lightweight cover with rubber seal for leakage 

and odour protection

•  Pre-prepared inlet, outlet and power connections to 
facilitate simple installation 

• Tank shape designed to prevent solids build-up

•  Manufactured from rotationally moulded polyethylene giving high 
strength, and even tank wall thickness

• Lightweight, easy to handle and install

•  Large variety of tank sizes and possible pump connections to adapt   
to all applications

•  Less solids settling leading to better pump performance and  
reliable operation

Control panels
eCompact
The Flygt eCompact control panel 
offers stop and start functions 
activated by floats or level switches.

Pumps
Flygt Submersible 
Pumps
Submersible wastewater/
sewage pumps, available with 
various impeller types and 
motor sizes.
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Compit Packaged Pumping Station

Compact
The Flygt Compact control panel is our basic model, 
with stop and start functions activated by floats 
or level switches. As with all our panels it comes 
prewired for connection to a telemetry unit which will 
inform the operator if there is a pump failure.

Flygt Slick Kits
Flygt Slick Kits are specifically for pumping stations constructed on site using concrete rings. Each kit 
contains all necessary individual components to fit out the pumping station which include:

•  Flygt Pump (3045 to 3153) •  Discharge Connections

•  Pipework   •  Flange adapters and fixings

•  Valves    •  Level Regulators

•  Control Panel   •  Alarm Beacon (optional)

•  Kiosk (optional)  •  Access Frame and Cover

Flygt Systems Engineers have designed a series of standard station designs, each fitted out with the 
parts included in the appropriate Slick Kit. By providing us with your technical specification we will 
provide you with detailed drawings* and itemised parts.
*at time of purchase

Flygt Compit 
The Flygt Compit Packaged Pumping Station is designed for sewage, pressurised 
sewage systems and groundwater. As a mid-sized pumping station, the Compit is 
appropriate for use in small housing developments, toilet blocks and commercial 
extensions. 

• The Compit is installed at a depth of 1.9m

•  The bowl-shaped bottom and smooth inner surface of the pumping station act as 
benching to provide self cleaning during operation

• Designed to accommodate one or two pumps

•  Recommended Flygt Pumps: 3057 or 3068 pump (either single or three phase 
options can be used dependant on the requirement)

• Stainless Steel discharge piping and lifting chains

• Includes non-return and gate valves as standard

• Flygt ENM 10 float switches included

Slick Kits - for non-prefabricated pumping stations

TOPS Benching Unit
For concrete pumping stations, we 
have available the Flygt TOPS Benching 
Unit, which contains the same patented 
TOPS sump design as found in our 
TOPS Packaged Pumping Station, and is 
constructed from GRP.

Control panels
eCompact
The Flygt eCompact control panel 
offers stop and start functions 
activated by floats or level switches.

Pumps
Flygt 3000 Series
Submersible wastewater/
sewage pumps, available with 
various impeller types and 
motor sizes.

Quick installation 
The Compit PPS is complete on delivery for 
installation and immediate connection. 
Made from roto-moulded polyethylene, the 
Compit is easy to handle and weighs
181kg (excluding pump). 


